Detailed presentation of all experimental data measured with the liquid jet setup
Impact of solution concentration on XAS spectra at pH 9.00
In order to eliminate the possibility that the XAS spectra show concentration dependency, we performed a series of measurements using different calcium concentrations at constant pH. We performed these experiments at a pH value of 9.00, where, compared to higher pH values, a wider range of Ca 2+ concentrations is experimentally accessible (the risk of undesired nucleation increases with pH value). Figure S2A shows the difference spectra obtained at concentrations of 75, 150, and 300 µM CaCl2 with carbonate buffer to the spectrum of a pure CaCl2 solution, which represents the aqueous state of the Ca 2+ ion. The difference spectra are calculated by subtracting the pure CaCl2 spectrum from the respective CaCO3 mixture spectrum. While spectra of the mixed CaCO3 solution differ from that for the pure CaCl2 solution, within experimental error, the features are independent of the Ca 2+ ion concentration. This implies that prior to nucleation the ratio of ion pairs to aqueous Ca 2+ ions is independent of solution concentration over this range of compositions for a given pH.
Impact of the pH value on the XAS spectra (constant concentration of Ca 2+ )
To assess the influence of pH on the supersaturated CaCO3 solution, spectra were taken at different pH values at a constant Ca 2+ concentration of 75 µM. Figure S2B depicts the difference spectra between the supersaturated CaCO3 mixture and the pure CaCl2 solution for the different pH values at a constant Ca 2+ ion concentration. One can easily conclude from fig. S2B that the changes induced by the pH in the difference spectra are statistically significant and reflect a real change in atomic speciation around the Ca 2+ ion.
Effect of adding a delay tube between the mixer and the microjet on the XAS spectra
The data shown in the main text was taken 43 s after mixing because the liquid was pumped through a delay tube located between the mixer and the microjet nozzle. In order to be sure that the delay tube did not serve as a reactor for potential nucleation of CaCO3 and precipitation prior to analysis, we conducted measurements without (20 ms after mixing) and with (43 s after mixing) this tube. The mixing time in the micromixer is considered to be in the range of 60-70 ms for both experiments. This test was done at a Ca 2+ concentration of 300 µM (after mixing) at pH 9.00, corresponding to the solution with the highest supersaturation and hence with maximum likelihood of particle formation. Figure S2C shows the difference spectra for the case with the delay tube (43 s) and without the delay tube (20 ms) after the mixing point. Within the experimental error, we cannot observe any significant change in the difference spectra for both cases. The larger error for the 20 ms case is due to accumulation of less photon counts in this case. Therefore, even taking into account the larger error bars for the case without delay tube, the comparison shows that increasing the average residence time from around 20 ms to 43 s does not lead to growth of calcium carbonate nanoparticles. fig. S2 . Influence of concentration, pH, and extension line on the experimental difference spectra. (A) Comparison of the difference spectra for the concentration series measured at pH 9.00 with the liquid jet setup: grey shaded region: standard deviation of the averaged 75 M CaCl2 solution spectra. Blue: mixture of 75 M CaCl2 solution mixed with carbonate buffer of 10 mM; purple: mixture of 150 M CaCl2 solution mixed with carbonate buffer of 10 mM; orange: mixture of 300 M CaCl2 solution mixed with carbonate buffer of 10 mM. All mixed solutions were set to pH 9.00. Note that the concentration corresponds to the resulting value after mixing. (B) Comparison of the difference spectra for the pH series at a concentration of 75 µM Ca 2+ ions after mixing, measured with the liquid jet setup, calculated from data in fig. S6 . Shaded areas indicate the error estimated from standard deviation and Gaussian error propagation. Grey dots: 75 M CaCl2 solution; blue dots: pH 9.00; red dots: pH 9.75; dark cyan dots: pH 10.0. (C) Difference spectra of the mixing of 600 M CaCl2 solution pH 9 with a carbonate buffer 20 mM pH 9.00 in the liquid jet setup with (red) and without (blue) delay line after static mixer.
Theoretical methods additional material

Construction of the solution model
The construction of the solution model starts with the cluster size distribution coefficients 10 01
from the AVBMC simulations. It is important to point out that the AVBMC simulations constitute non-ideal conditions with the clusters in equilibrium with a background population self-consistently determined by the simulation. Thus, we construct the ideal solution equilibrium constants, in terms of the activity of the monomer, a, through Here, nij are number densities as defined in the main text. The values for the monomer concentrations obtained directly from the AVBMC simulations are given in table S1. We find a universal set of ideal solution equilibrium constants, Kij, and activity coefficients, a, that fit the AVBMC data across the three simulated concentration ranges of 17.220 mM, 7.264 mM, and 3.719 mM corresponding to the linear dimension of the cubic simulation supercell of 300 Å, 400 Å, and 500 Å, respectively. The fitted values correspond to species up to i = j ≤ 20. We average the values of Kij, propagate their uncertainties, and perform a single parameter least squares fit for the activity coefficient, a. This procedure results in activity coefficients aDFT = 377 M −1 and aMM = 417 M −1 . They form a set of constraints between all species up to i = j ≤ 100. The numerical titration experiments were performed using an initial concentration of the CO3 2− = n 
10 over the range from 0 to 0.00025 M subject to the constraints that the total Ca 2+ and CO3 2− are conserved. The results are shown in Fig. 3A of the main text. However, the magenta line in Fig. 3A in the main text cannot be directly mapped to a precise experimental pH. We can model the relative effects of higher pH by considering a solution rich in HCO3 − . The PMF for HCO3 − −Ca 2+ is shown in Fig. 2B in the main text. There is a clear propensity for less ion pairing in this PMF compared to the CO3 2− −Ca 2+ PMF. Less ion pairing will push the resulting titration curve for HCO3 − -rich solutions to be linear with higher slope in qualitative agreement with experiment. Thus, our CO3 2− -rich solutions resemble higher pH experimental conditions than our HCO3 -in qualitative agreement with experimental titration curves. The importance of the additional HCO3 − −Ca 2+ PMF is that it allows for proper determination of the mono-and bi-dentate contact ion pairs relative to the solvent separated state to be used in our XANES calculations to more precisely map experimental XANES spectra at precise solution conditions (e.g., pH) conditions to the theoretically computed XANES spectra (see Fig. 4 of main text). Here, λij is the thermal de Broglie wavelength, and qrot is the rotational partition function. Please note that, in accord with Ref. (5), the vibrational partition function of the CO3 2− anion is not considered and only a reduced rovibrational partition function of the aggregates is included when sampling considers the CO3 2− anion as a point particle. kB, T, and ħ are the Boltzmann constant, the absolute temperature, and the reduced Planck's constant, respectively. fig. S3 . One discrepancy should be emphasized however. Originally reported values of Gij were confused with free energies of formation and supersaturated CaCO3 solutions were believed to spinodally decompose due to monotonically decreasing free energies. However, there is a clear difference between absolute free energies and free energies of formation, which has to be referenced to a monomer chemical potentials as well as supersaturation. Thus, we report both free energies ( Fig. 3C and fig. S3 ). Our reduced model for the MM PMF is in excellent agreement for ni+j ≤ 25 with the cluster free energies obtained in Ref. (5). Taken together with the data shown in Fig. 2D of the main text based on the study of Demichelis et al. (4) , it is clearly evident that the reduced model can reproduce both the cluster free energies and the populations of structural moieties using the all-atom empirical force field. Deviations from the data of Ref. (5) ion spectra. (B) Normalized µ(E) spectra for aqueous Ca 2+ and mono-dentate, bi-dentate, and solvent separated ion-pairs from TDDFT calculations. All of the TDDFT spectra were scaled by +48.1 eV to match the position of the experimental pre-edge peaks. Figure S5 shows a series of experimental XANES spectra for (i) aqueous, fully hydrated Ca 2+ and solid samples of (ii) amorphous calcium carbonate, (iii) crystalline aragonite, and (iv) calcite. Spectra for each of these solid standards have features that are distinctly different from the fully water-hydrated Ca 2+ including the pre-edge, near-edge, and "white line" regions. The pre-edge region in fig. S5A around 4040 eV corresponds to the electronic transition from core 1s to molecular orbital composed of Ca [4s and 4p], O [3s], and H [2s] and shows a doublet feature where the degree of splitting is dependent upon the local Ca structure. The full XANES spectra in fig. S5B show considerable variation in the shoulder of the edge region at about 4045 eV and a white line feature near 4050 eV, which intensity, shape, and position are dependent upon the structural type. The structure in the region beyond the white line contains contributions from electronic transition due to core to higher shells as well as the contribution from photoelectron scattering (EXAFS) from nearby atoms. The simulated spectra in fig. S6 catch the main features of the experimental standards. A direct quantitative comparison for the calcium carbonate solids in terms of line intensities is more difficult because a very larger cluster size is required for full convergence. Full convergence for these larger solid clusters was beyond the limit of practical TDDFT calculation. However, theoretical spectra for the different aqueous Ca 2+ species are nearly fully converged by inclusion of only 40 water molecules and thus these systems achieve much higher accuracy. Furthermore, the theory difference spectra provide an even higher level of accuracy due to cancellation of systematic errors in the predicted overall structure. The treatment of the ions in solution uses a full DFT description and better statistical averaging as will be explained in the following section describing difference spectra. Full XANES region. All of the TDDFT spectra were scaled by +48.1 eV to match the position of the experimental pre-edge peaks while the set of two crystalline and one aqueous standard (CaCl2 concentration 10 mM) require independent amplitude scaling due to the solid state versus aqueous phase cluster difference. − case: 74%) were derived from the AVBMC simulations using the DFT-based PMFs. The theoretical XANES spectrum is constructed from a linear combination of the individual spectra using the calculated distributions. The experimental pH conditions will establish a carbonate/bicarbonate distribution that lies somewhere between these two theoretical extremes containing either pure carbonate or pure bicarbonate. Thus, to the first approximation, the experimental spectra would be generated from a linear combination of the four individual species XANES spectra. Such combination provides approximate amplitude estimation for the largest possible XANES difference spectra that could be observed experimentally at the two limiting cases of either dominant carbonate or bicarbonate. 1 The GEMS model treats only two species, contact ion pairs (CIP) and free Ca 2+ . Based on the well-depth of the PMFs, we group these into sets of CIP = ( mono-+ bi-dentate) and Ca 2+ = (free Ca 2+ + SSIP) for the purposes of comparison to the DFT model simulation. 2 The DFT speciation having >95% Ca 2+ with CO3 2-CIP's corresponds to a pH of approximately 9.7 from the GEMS model. 3 The DFT speciation having >95% Ca 2+ with HCO3 2-CIP's corresponds to a pH of approximately 7 from the GEMS model. 4 100% refers to all Ca containing species in solution. 5 100% refers to all CO2 containing species including CO2(aq), and sodium carbonates.
Comparison of the theoretical spectra with experimental references
Comparing DFT obtained speciation with ion pair obtained from classical solution speciation
For the experimental system it is possible to use the classical solution thermodynamics as implemented in the GEMS model (see section Comparison with classical solution speciation model) to predict the speciation at each experimental condition. Table S2 reports these values for various experimental conditions and also provides a comparison to the distributions generated from DFT for the pure carbonate or bicarbonate system. The speciation is dependent upon the pH and the overall Ca and carbonate concentrations.
Most notably, changing the pH from 9.75 to 9.00 reduces the amount of CaCO3(aq) ion pairs by a factor of about 2 from 61% to 28% (GEMS) with only a small percentage of Ca (HCO3) + ion pairs. Over the same pH range the ratio of free CO3 2− /HCO3 − changes significantly towards a system with mostly free HCO3 − with little CO3 2− (table S2) . Moreover, we also note that the predicted speciation between free Ca 2+ and its ion pairs is consistent when comparing GEMS and DFT in the limiting cases of pH 7.00 (DFT: 8% ion pairs, GEMS: 8% ion pairs) and pH 9.75 (DFT 63 % ion pairs, GEMS: 46.6% ion pairs), which further underlines the validity of the theoretical approaches used here. The prediction from GEMS are based on the well accepted experimentally determined formation constants K for the Ca(HCO3) + and the CaCO3(aq) ion pair, 10 1.11 and 10 3.22 respectively (8). Similar argumentation upon the Ca(HCO3) + formation provides the PMFs used for the DFT calculation, shown in Figure 2A . However, the DFT distribution for the pure bicarbonate does not agree with experimental distribution at pH 9.00 that is dominated by CaCO3(aq) species, it rather reflects the predicted distribution from GEMS at pH 7.00. Experimental data are presented at pH 9.75 and pH 9.00 (Fig. 4) . For solutions below pH 9.00, no difference signals could be detected (see error bars in Fig. 4) . This is consistent with the decreasing fraction of ion pairs in more acidic solutions (table S2) . Consequently, the dominance of Ca 2+ ions defines the XANES signal, making it difficult to distinguish the signal from the ion pair-free Ca 2+ mixture from the pure free Ca 2+ XANES spectra.
Detailed comparison and discussion of difference spectra -theory vs. experiment XAS is highly sensitive to the environment of the probed atomic species. For further interpretation we compare the difference spectra of the supersaturated CaCO3 solutions with difference spectra derived from experimental solid references and theoretical spectra. Assuming that the Ca K-edge spectra of the supersaturated CaCO3 solution IC can be described by two individual spectral components from a pure CaCl2 solution ( 
provides a unique signature of the unknown component U, were the shape of the difference spectrum R is independent of the mixing ratio x in the solution. Hence, comparing the shape of experimental difference spectra (i.e., carbonate solution-pure CaCl2 solution) with difference spectra calculated for various candidate species in solution can help to exclude certain candidate species. The independence of the difference spectra from mixing ratio works strictly only if there are not more than two species of independent mixing ratio in the solution. However, if any additional species is of low concentration it is still a reasonable approximation. If more than one additional species is present in principle more complex fitting procedures would be required, but if the different species are strongly different (i.e., linearly independent), the difference spectra are still suited to exclude also linear combinations. We note that it was not possible to fit the spectra of supersaturated carbonate as linear combinations of spectra from ACC, and solid standards, excluding these as species in the solution.
Results for the calculated differences spectra for experimental and theoretical spectra are summarized in fig. S6 . For calculation of the difference for experimental spectra (i.e., dry ACC, aragonite) the difference between two well-normalized experimental spectra are shown. The differences for the theoretical spectra were calculated relative to the theoretical Ca 2+ solution spectrum. Generally, as pointed out above, a fully quantitative comparison of theoretical spectra with experimental spectra is not trivial due to the fundamental limitations of the models. However, when calculating the difference spectra between a pure Ca 2+ ion in solution and of a mixture of CaCO3 pairs in the same solution environment, systematic errors in the simulated structure are mostly canceled out. The simulated spectra for Ca 2+ in water and those for the ion-pair species in water were all treated with exactly the same level of theory and the same cluster size. Thus, they could be used to directly produce the difference spectra without any further normalization. We are confident that the difference spectra of the ion pairs in solution, as shown in fig. S6 indeed reflect the experimentally measured difference, and the agreement between the experiment and theory is reasonable. The difference spectra for (CaCO3)6 clusters with respect to the Ca 2+ in water also have a similar level of accuracy since they were treated within the same level of theory. However, for the theory difference spectra the normalization is more complicated in the comparison of calcite or aragonite with Ca 2+ in water, since the solid and aqueous phase species have different cluster sizes and surface termination procedures. In addition, the solid standards have not achieved the same degree of convergence since prohibitively large clusters are required in the TDDFT calculations. All the experimental crystalline solid standards are inconsistent with the measured difference of the supersaturated CaCO3 solutions. We can therefore eliminate the crystalline reference compounds as the second unknown species. Figure S6 depicts theoretical and experimental difference spectra of the supersaturated CaCO3 solution and their comparisons to the experimental dry and in situ ACC reference and the set of four n66 clusters from theory. For these spectra we have provided the additionally mentioned standard spectra where we use the mixing ratio of free and bound Ca 2+ ions (30% and 70%) in consistency with the titration data of Gebauer et al. (2) and the estimates from the speciation calculated by GEMS.
We point out that none of these standard materials are able to explain the found difference spectra for the experimental supersaturated CaCO3 solution. Particularly, the presence of nanoparticulate ACC particles, which are among the first species forming in a solution after calcium carbonate nucleation, are unlikely present in our experiments, indicating that ion pairing remains as viable explanation. The exclusion of the 'in situ ACC' standard is particular important, as this is a spectrum of a freshly nucleated solution. Hence, the incompatibility with our spectra further corroborates that the spectra taken with the liquid microjet are indeed spectra of a supersaturated solution, and not governed by already formed precipitation products in the supersaturated solution. fig. S6 . Comparison of reference materials to experimental difference spectra. Comparison of the experimental difference spectra to the experimental difference spectra of calcite (A) and aragonite (B). Comparison of the experimental difference spectra with the difference spectra of the calculated (CaCO3)6 clusters (C), the dry ACC (D), and the in situ ACC (E). Additionally, we have added the difference spectra for the respective mixing ratios of bound Ca 2+ from the data provided by Gebauer et al. (2) titration experiment.
Comparison with classical solution speciation model Formation constant for CaCO3
There have been numerous thermodynamic studies on the chemical speciation of calcium carbonate solutions, with the study of Plummer and Busenberg being most notable (8). Their study utilized solubility measurements and pH electrode measurements to determine the temperature-dependent formation constants for the Ca(HCO3) + , CaCO3, and HCO3 − species. The range of conditions investigated by their studies included solutions concentration that were supersaturated with respect to calcite, and contained mM concentrations of Ca 2+ and CO3 2-. Based on their work and an extensive literature review, Plummer and Busenberg concluded that polymeric clusters (those containing more than two Ca 2+ species) were a negligible fraction of the solution speciation (8). Moreover, they argued that only simple ion pairs provide the best explanation for the measured chemical activities once ionic-strength based activity corrections (e.g., Debye-Hückel theory) were applied. Computed equilibrium constants for DFT+MM/CE and MM/CE representations defined as K11 0 = n11/(n01•n10) are 10 2.3 and 10 3.8 , respectively.
When our computationally estimated formation constants for the CaCO3 ion pair formation are compared with the experimental values (10 3.22 ) of Plummer and Busenberg (8), we find that DFT+MM/CE predicts less ion-pair formation than experiment, while MM/CE predicts more. Hence our finding of CaCO3 ion pairs is consistent with the classical thermodynamics solution models. It is important to point out that K 0 11 = 10 3.9 in Ref. 18 based on a fully atomistic model in excellent agreement with the MM/CE of 10 3.8 . This provides additional evidence that both that the quality of our reduced model in Fig. 2B of the main text in conjunction with our protocol provides consistent ion-pairing free energies.
Formation of complexes with Cl
-and Na + .
In solutions that contain additional species such as Na + , or Cl − , complete modeling requires an accounting for other species such as CaCl + , CaOH + , NaCl, and NaOH. Formation energies of these complexes have been compiled by (67), and these values have been tabulated in a variety of solution-modelling software packages such as Visual MINTEQ (35), or GEMS (36), which uses thermodynamic data from reference (68) and the SLOP98.DAT data base from 30.10.1998 (http://geopig.asu.edu/sites/default/files/slop98.dat), which also uses data from Plummer and Busenberg (8) for the solubility of carbonate minerals. A comparison between MINTEQ (35) and GEMS (36) shows similar results for solution speciation. These software packages ease prediction of the solution speciation in aqueous solutions that contain mixtures of calcium, carbonate, sodium, and chloride species. Past studies (2, 6, 37) and also our own computational studies have neglected to consider the formation of these species, but their potential to occur should be considered, since both Gebauer's 2008 titration experiments, and our present liquid-jet studies included both Cl − and Na + as significant components. Thus, we have utilized Visual MINTEQ 3.0 (using the standard thermodynamic database, including values from NIST and Plummer and Busenberg) to estimate the prevalence of these species within the most concentrated liquid-jet experiments.
For simulation of the pH 9.00 experiment, total concentrations of all dissolved components after mixing are assumed as follows: [CO3 speciation, the classical model predict less than we find 0.1 % of the dissolved calcium, present as CaCl − and CaOH -ion pairs suggesting that such species are negligible. With respect to carbonate speciation, we find that NaCO3 − complexes may exist in noticeable quantities, with up to 6% of the total carbonate existing as NaCO3 − ion pairs at pH 10.0. Still, such species are sufficiently rare that we expect to capture the qualitative behavior of the system even without explicitly including such species in our speciation models. In any case, the presence of the NaCO3 -ion pairs affects primarily the carbonate buffer, and hence might indirectly affect the Ca speciation in solution by changing the pH. However, as the NaCO3 − ion pair does not contain Ca it does not provide an additional sink for Ca 2+ ions, as observed in the titration experiments. Moreover, as the X-ray absorption spectra only probe the surrounding of the Ca 2+ ion, these measurements are insensitive to the presence of NaCO3 − . 
The size of the blue dots in Fig. 3A of the main text is larger as these two boundaries conditions.
Influence of hypothetical (CaCO3)6 clusters on predicted titration profiles
Titration experiments paired with measurements of chemical activity have provided a powerful tool for identifying the size and prevalence of small polymeric species in equilibrium solutions. This is possible due to the functional form of Equation 1 (i.e., the law of mass action), which demonstrates that simple ion pairs like CaCO3 will show a linear dependence on calcium concentration, whereas species that contain multiple calcium ions will show a nonlinear dependence on calcium concentration. This behavior has been confirmed within our MD simulations of CaCO3 solutions at various concentrations (see Fig. 3 ), for which ion pairing and cluster formation conformed well to Equation 1 in the dilute limit for both the MM and DFT based potentials. Therefore, in order to gain additional insights into the degree of cluster formations in CaCO3, we have simulated the titration experiments conducted by Gebauer et al. (2) and previously showing in Fig. 3A using Visual MINTEQ to check whether the activity profiles might provide insights into the cluster-size distribution.
These simulated titration experiments consisted of an initial 25 mL volume of 10 mM carbonate/bicarbonate buffer, with the following concentrations: pH 10.0: 9.33 mM NaHCO3 + 0.67 Na2CO3 pH 9.50: 8.06 mM NaHCO3 + 1.94 Na2CO3 pH 9.00: 5.48 mM NaHCO3 + 4.52 Na2CO3
To these solutions, a titrant of 10 mM calcium chloride was added at a rate of 10 µL/min, while 10 mM NaOH was added at rates of 3.6 µL/min (pH 9.00), 11.5 µL (pH 9.50), and 19.5 µL (pH 10.0), in order to maintain near-constant pH. Simulations were performed at 20-second intervals. Simulations focused on the solution chemistry prior to nucleation, thus we did not allow for the formation of solid phases. Initial simulations ( fig. S7A ) used standard equilibrium constants provided by MINTEQ and no ion pairs larger than CaCO3 or Ca(HCO3) + were considered. The resulting curves show a linear relationship between free calcium and calcium added, consistent with the experimental results of Gebauer et al. The pH dependence of calcium binding is also captured well. However, in a second set of simulations ( fig. S7B ), we introduced a hypothetical large polymeric species (CaCO3)6, with an equilibrium formation constant of K66 0 = 10 40 . This value was selected such that approximately 35-55% of calcium is bound into pre-nucleation clusters at the onset of nucleation aligned with the proposal of Gebauer (2). We note that this formation constant is very large: 14 orders of magnitude larger than predicted by MM models and 32 orders of magnitude larger than that predicted by DFT models.
The resulting simulations show activity profiles that are distinctly nonlinear (concave down). These nonlinearities become significant well before the expected onset of nucleation, but they are not observed in experimental data. These nonlinearities emerge in titration-curves when large equilibrium clusters form in solution provides a distinct signature for their presence. The lack of such nonlinearities in experimental data on CaCO3 thus provides strong evidence that large clusters are not a significant equilibrium species in solution. We note that previous studies have also made this observation (69) ] if the equilibrium was established by a sequence of consecutive equilibrium rather than via a single step. However, we contend that this argument is flawed, since conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium are expected to be independent of pathway. A B
